Semantic primes theory may be helpful in designing questionnaires such as to prevent response shift.
The purpose of randomized control trials (RCTs) can be the assessment of the direct effect of treatment on health-related quality of life (HRQL). Response shift (RS) theory considers that a change in HRQL scores observed over time cannot be explained solely by a direct effect of a medical condition, it may also result from a change in the way people appraise their HRQL. The RS effect is a potential bias that is liable to compromise efficient assessment of the effect of treatment on HRQL. We hypothesize a link between the RS effect on HRQL scores and the level of complexity of HRQL conceptualization. We discuss how the impact of reconceptualization on scores depends on the complexity of the linguistic definition of a subjective construct and how for reprioritization the impact depends on the dimensionality. The linguistic theory of semantic primes is used to help identify how subjective constructs can be classified according to the complexity of their definitions. Finally, we suggest that the impact of the RS effect on HRQL scores could be avoided (or lessened) if questionnaires were designed with a rule of "the least semantic and psychometric complexity" in mind.